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add value to business

award winning

ital Wires is an award winning SAP Partner providing end-

to-end solutions to fast growing businesses worldwide. 

VW brings its deep business process expertise and a V
portfolio of SAP integrated solution components to deliver 

smarter  tools for  business.

e add business value by combining SAP platform 

expertise, industry specific understanding and unique 

methodologies to amaze our clients in every W
interaction. At Vital Wires we live by our core values and bring a 

distinct brand of attitude towards everything that we do for our 

clients in our mission to “add value to business” 

Full cycle SAP
Implementations

SAP NetWeaver
Integration Services

SAP Support &
Evolution Services

SAP  Analytics

Unique
SAP Solution
Components

vwOSD
Offshore

SAP Delivery

vwAgro - SAP 
solution for Agro 

Processing Industry

vwBeatroute
Mobile App for

the last mile 

vwAgrimart
Agri Sourcing 

on mobile 

Pure Play SAP Solutions
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Valued Customers

?Munjal Showa
?Godrej
?Radikal Overseas
?Sunstar Overseas
?Shakti Bhog Foods Ltd.
?Best Foods Ltd.
?Unitech
?L’oreal
?Samsung Electronics
?Unipatch Rubber Ltd.
?Apollo Tyres
?Unitech

Testimonials

“With operations across multiple locations and growth 
targets in mind it was important for us to run on one 
integrated platform and sow the seeds of scalability.
We started engaging with SAP and Vital Wires and saw 
their SAP All-in-One solution for Rice Industry. Rice 
Industry has some key challenges and we could see 
those challenges being addressed.  We also discussed 
strategies about ensuring adoption at all the locations 
and decided to implement SAP at all our plants and 
headquarter across the entire breadth of operational 
activity”.

Rohit Aggarwal,  JMD – Sunstar Overseas Ltd.

It was very reassuring to have 
Vital Wires team for our SAP 
ECC 6.0 Implementation. We 
truly appreciated your SAP 
competence and Automotive 
business processes expertise. 
The collective determination of 
your team to adhere to the 
original go-live schedule and 
achieve the go-live in 12 weeks 
was very refreshing. We wish 
you good luck.

Dr. Mahesh Taneja
AVP, IT & Finance, Munjal Showa 
Ltd.

One year ago Vital Wires suggested us some SAP 
solution components with a goal to strengthening 
our marketing and sales function. We liked their one 
year roadmap of first upgrading to the latest version 
of SAP ECC 6.0 followed deployment of a Distributor 
Portal, Exports Enablement and a series of 
productivity enhancements.
It was refreshing to see how they transformed our 
SAP landscape and helped us realize our return on 
investment. Thank you and I look forward to 
continued relationship.

Brg. V. K. Khajuria, COO -  Unipatch Rubber Ltd.

This message is to put on 
record our sincere vote of 
thanks to Vital Wires team for 
all the SAP work delivered at 
Samsung India. All members of 
Information System division 
join me in appreciating the 
team work, SAP competence 
and sincerity displayed by your 
teams.  We have no hesitation 
in recommending Vital Wires to 
SAP community. 

Rajesh Chopra
CIO, Samsung Electronics, India



Services & Solutions

We bring the most compelling value proposition of delivering success 
to our clients lower cost of operations, creating competitive 
advantage, enabling growth and excellence to our clients by 
combining our Industry specific business process expertise, across the 
board SAP skill-set and Program Management experience.

SAP
Implementations

Vital Wires helps independent software vendors and other clients in 
integrating their software solutions with SAP Enterprise Solution 
using SAP NetWeaver technologies. We work closely with SAP ICC to 
get the integration certified as well.

SAP NetWeaver
Integration Services

Vital Wires offers a significantly differentiated package of long term 
relationship to existing SAP users to handle their ongoing support 
needs and to help clients continuously extract more ROI through 
evolutionary enhancements.

SAP Support &
Evolution Services

An experienced group of Vital Wires consultants with strong 
technology, process and program management knowledge help our 
clients plan and execute projects successfully. Even a single resource 
of ours represents a slice of our SAP competence and not just a 
resource available to you on a daily/monthly rate.

vwSlice
SAP Resource

Augmentation

We offer a portfolio of solution components that have been developed 
time-tested at various clients installations. Our customers get the 
value of deploying out of the box solutions that fill crucial process gaps 
and sometimes make a difference to the competitive advantage.

Unique
SAP Solution
Components

We use world class tools and distributed delivery methodologies to 
deliver off-shorable SAP work such as BASIS support, ABAP and 
NetWeaver developments for  SAP consulting partners in United 
States and Europe.

vwOSD
Offshore

SAP Delivery
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Products

vwAgriMart is a holistic agricultural produce 
procurement solution from Vital Wires.

Built on cloud model, vwAgriMart can run 
stand-alone to facilitate auction purchase from 
APMC controlled markets, shipment to 
factories, inbounding and quality checks at the 
factory gate.

vwAgriMart seamlessly integrates with ERP 
systems such as SAP for material warehousing, 
multivendor payment processing and batch 
wise costing.

BeatRoute

Business benefits:
?More efficient purchase through real-time 

visibility in price and paddy stock
?Transparency between manufacturer in a 

rising or falling market
?Higher productivity through automated 

logistics processing for inbound material 
from Mandies

For more, visit www.vwagrimart.com

vwBeatRoute is a solution developed to seamlessly  manage last mile 
sales, covered by promoters, sales reps and distributor agents.

It enables sales tracking, order taking, visibility and two-way 
realtime feedback at level of retail stores, down to the last mile.

Business benefits:
?Automatic Daily Rollup Reports without manual effort from routes 

to territories to HQ at end of day
?Integrated platform, with managers and sales agents interacting 

live, results in Business and Sales Efficiency
?Full utilization of sales reps, promoters, distributor reps
?Short cycle market feedback on promotions and schemes
?Cultural focus shift of sales team from operational reporting to 

actually selling and supplying better
?Short cycle market feedback on promotions and schemes
?Higher percentage adherence of plannogram and display share 

agreements with retail stores
?Instant feedback received and captured at HQ on competitor’s 

schemes and promotions
?Managers can manage a larger network of sales associates

For more, visit www.vwbeatroute.com
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vwBeatRoute awarded
‘Best Cloud and 

Mobility solution’ 
Cloud Advantage 

Awards 2013

vwVIA, Vendor Integration Application is an SAP integrated 
Solution Component developed by Vital Wires for Component 
Manufacturing Industry. Its a cloud based solution with 
negligible capex accessed by vendors and customers through 
secure logins.

Vendors benefit by getting visibility into schedules. 
Customers get real time information of material getting 
dispatched by vendors. No duplicate efforts required to enter 
the information at the time of receiving the material. 
Reduced chances of error at the time of receiving the material 
and ensures statutory compliance related to excise.



Competencies

Delivering value to Business

Enterprise Solution fully leveraging the power of SAP

Technology Delivered and Integrated.

Vital Wires focuses on delivering business value by creating 
unique solution components which address common needs of 
various industry horizontals and verticals. This has led to deep 
understanding and business knowledge of

We have built a team that has deep technical expertise, project 
experience and functional understanding of all facets of SAP 
enterprise solution with across the board expertise on traditional 
modules such as SD, MM, FI, CO, PS, PM, QM, CS. Technical skills 
on ABAP, Smart Forms, SAP Scripts, LSMW, BDC, ALE, iDOC, 
BAPI, ABAP HR, BASIS, Adobe Forms, Webdynpro allied with 
cutting edge research in cloud technologies and mobile 
computing enable us to

Netweaver technologies like Enterprise Portal, Exchange 
Infrastructure, Master Data Management, Business Intelligence 
skills from development to Solutioning and SOA architecture are 
our strong point. Our team ensures Delivery of onsite/offshore 
work for new application developments, landscape monitoring, 
test script writing, test plan execution and training CBT creation 
across SAP product components and platform. We have 
developed Solution expertise on

 industry verticals like 
Manufacturing, Agro-processing, Automotive components, 
FMCG, Real Estate,  Consumer Durable and the SME sector.

 deliver complete solutions which are 
business-ready and future-proof.

 integrating SAP with various 
external interfaces like barcodes, imaging solutions, fax solutions 
and data collection interfaces.
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Leadership 

Vinay Singh - CEO
As a CEO, Vinay provides overall leadership to the company. He is also directly responsible for marketing 
and key deliveries. Vinay brings business & consulting experience from some of the best companies and 
clients in Asia Pacific and the Americas. Vinay has been creating SAP solutions, service packages and 
delivery mechanisms for midsize clients in India and USA for more than 12 years. 

He holds a degree of bachelors in chemical engineering from IIT, Roorkee.

Vivek Gaur - COO
As COO, Vivek remains at the core of execution at Vital Wires. Vivek’s experience  spans over 12 years in 
the area of Strategy, Joint Ventures, Finance, Talent Acquisition, Legal and Operations in India, USA and 
UK.  Vivek has been responsible for developing new business accounts, get the best resource to associate 
with us and enable the execution of our business plans.

He has been a mainstay in converting the vision into reality.

Vivek holds Bachelors’ degree in Industrial Relations and Personnel Management from University of 
Delhi.

Strong business process knowledge with technology skills and ability to apply 
it helps us enable easier, faster, economical and scalable business operations 
for our clients. At Vital Wires we thrive in being aware of clients' business 
processes, technology trend and experiment with emerging technologies.

Delivering value to Business

Enterprise Solution

Technology Delivered 
and Integrated

Vinay Singh, CEO, Vital Wires 
receiving award at Cloud 
Advantage Awards 2013



Vital Wires Consulting - Delhi

Vital Wires Consulting - Mumbai

Vital Wires Consulting - USA

702, Palm Court
20/4 MG Road, Sector 14
Gurgaon - 122001
Tel: +91-124-4958440
sales@vitalwires.com

Ground Floor, Ismail Building
DN Road Road
Flora Fountain, Mumbai - 400001
Tel: +91-22-42434949
sales@vitalwires.com 

1 Kempton PL
#10, Saratoga Springs
NY - 12866
Tel: +1-214-295-4423
Fax: +1-214-614-4416
us-sales@vitalwires.com

Contact us at -

visit us at   www.vitalwires.com

About

Mission

?To deliver competitive advantage 
and growth to our clients by 
providing focused SAP based 
business solutions.

?To Add Value to Business

Vision

?To be a market leader in India for 
providing SAP based business 
s o l u t i o n s  t o  g r o w i n g  m i d s i z e  
companies.
?To establish ourselves globally in 

providing SAP based business 
s o l u t i o n s  t o  g r o w i n g  m i d s i z e  
companies.
?To be seen by our clients in large 

s e g m e n t  a s  a  c o m p a n y  t h a t  
continuously delivers impactful 
business enablers.

At Vital Wires Core Values are 
integral part of our work 
culture and treat them as our 
second religion. It is this 
collective culture that helps 
us bring a fundamentally 
different Brand of Attitude 
to our customers, partners, 
vendors and ourselves. It is 
one of the biggest reasons 
for us to be proud of what we 
do.

Pure Play SAP Consulting
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